Course Organization

1 Teaching Team

Instructor  Prof. Suhas Diggavi
office    inr112
phone     38301
email     suhas.diggavi@epfl.ch

ta  Soheil Mohajer    Etienne Perron    Marius Kleiner
office inr038    inr033    inr036
email  soheil.mohajer@epfl.ch    etienne.perron@epfl.ch    marius.kleiner@epfl.ch

sa  Sergio Ortiz    Aniruddha Bhargava Jamadagni
email  sergio.ortiz@epfl.ch    aniruddha.bhargavajamadagni@epfl.ch

2 Schedule

Lectures  Mondays 13:15 - 15:00 in room ela1
         Tuesdays 16:15 - 18:00 in room inm 200
Exercises Mondays 15:15 - 17:00 in room bc 01 - 03 - 04
          or in the computer room inf2
          (announced on the website)

3 Grading

The final grade is the weighted average of the grade you obtain at the midterm exam, the final exam and the homeworks. The weights are as follows:

- Homeworks: 10% of the grade
- Midterm: 40% of the grade
- Final: 50% of the grade

Deadlines for handing in the homeworks will be given on the website and on the handouts themselves. Note that this deadlines are strict (check the rules).
4 Course Material

The lectures will be given on the blackboard. Additionally, lectures notes are available online, and will be given to you on paper at the beginning of each lecture. The course is mainly based on the following book:


The webpage of the course is http://ipg.epfl.ch (click “courses”, then click “Signal Processing for Communications”).

5 Office Hours

The Teaching Assistants’ office hours will be determined in the first lecture. They will take place in the TAs’ respective offices. We kindly ask you not to come to our offices outside the established times.